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Managing coasts sustainably

• What level of management?
– The normal vs the abnormal event
– High vs low impact defences
– When and when not to interfere

• What are the key pressures on our 
coasts?

• How can we manage them all?



Coastal (natural) pressures

• Waves & tides induce erosion and lead to 
sediment circulation



As a result, coastlines are 
naturally dynamic

e.g. Dungeness

This dynamism 
impacts on coastal 
usage and causes 
change over time.

Each ridge here 
represents a 
former edge to this 
shingle foreland.



With such a dynamic coast – why 
do people inhabit the coastal zone?
• Tourism
• Aesthetics
• Industry
• Import/export
• Waste disposal

Issue – can these activities proceed sustainably, 
and how should they be managed?



The problem - people’s perception 
of the coast 

(un-natural processes)
Two views of the coast

a) Human-centred - reasons b) Environment centred - reasons
to fix the coastline to free-up the coastline



Main issue for coastal managers.
Coastal processes are not the issue, it is 

human development & usage of the coast 
which is the issue!

The problem = instability, caused by dynamic 
natural processes which threatens development. 
The solution = interference/defence
The new problem = instability, caused by further 
changes due to defences, threatening more 
development



e.g. embayment formation  behind a jetty



e.g. Sediment impoundment behind 
groynes, (Hastings, Sussex)



Sustainability in coastal 
management: 

The ideal coastal defences
Protect activity without adding to coastal problems = 
maintaining the sediment budget & processes.

How can we achieve this? - We can’t - every defence 
type or intervention is an artificial modification of the 
coast & causes changes to natural processes. Hence, 
we need to work in sympathy with coastal processes, 
maintaining them where we can.



Are soft defences the answer to 
coastal sustainability?

• e.g. Beach feeding, abandonment, 
managed realignment, habitat creation, 
artificial sea weed, beach drainage, etc

• Problem for shoreline managers = public 
acceptance caused by lack of 
understanding of the issues.



Are soft defences the answer?

• Beach feeding - the 
modern panacea of soft 
engineering?

• Artificial modification of 
the sediment budget, but 
is this an easy solution to 
inappropriate coastal 
development?

Beach feeding at Folkestone, Spring 2004 



Beach feeding as a cause on 
non-sustainable coastlines - 1

Which are appropriate reasons for using beach feeding?

• Recreating beach profiles damaged by reduced 
sediment inputs, by placing sediment on beaches to 
recreate beach profiles? e.g. Bournemouth, Dungeness.

• Creating beaches for tourism usage in places where 
beaches do not naturally occur? e.g. Spain, France

• As a means of building coastal protection fronting 
inappropriate development? e.g. Sovereign Harbour



Beach feeding as a cause on 
non-sustainable coastlines - 2

• Given misuse of the technique - beach feeding is 
becoming a shoreline manager’s headache and 
becoming unsustainable.

• It is increasingly used to support tourism - plan resort 
infrastructure and then build your beach.

• It is increasingly used to protect inappropriate 
development - build near the beach and then build 
larger beach to protect it e.g. Soverign Harbour, 
Eastbourne.



e.g: Sovereign Harbour

Local advertising for new 
development

- ‘Luxury apartments in a 
breathtaking location…’

- ‘Each home offers owners 
unrestricted views of the 
beach and sea…’



Where is shoreline management?
• Many second generation coastal management plans are 

currently being developed and need to be changed to 
include enhanced management to take into account 
new development - planners haven’t listened to 
previous recommendations of coastal managers.

• To illustrate: 
– 33% of LA’s claim lack of knowledge amongst planners is a 

problem in shoreline management
– 66% of LA’s claim lack of public awareness of the coastline is a

problem
• Hence, inappropriate development continues

– Consider…..



The Palm, Dubai
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